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Introduction. In this paper we shall study Fefferman's asymptotic expansion of the Bergman kernel of (real) ellipsoids in C n , w^>2. Regarding ellipsoids as perturbations of the ball, we compute the variations of the Bergmen kernel, and give the Taylor expansion of the log term coefficient to the second order
in Webster's invariants. (The ellipsoids in normal form are parametrized by
n real numbers, which we call Webster's invariants, and we shall consider the
ellipsoids with small parameters.) As a consequence, we show that the vanishing of the log term of the Bergmen kernel characterizes the ball among these
ellipsoids. In addition, we derive, from the procedure of computing the variation, a relation among the Bergmen kernels of different dimensional ellipsoids.
Let Ω be a smoothly bounded strictly pseudoconvex domain in C n , with defining function/>0 in Ω. It has been known since the work of Fefferman [5]
that the Bergman kernel of Ω is written in the form
K(z, z) = φ(z)f(x)—ι+ψ(*)

lo

g/(*) >

w h e r e

<P> ΨG C ~ ( Ω )

The coefficients φy ψ were studied in Fefferman [6] and Graham [7], where they
wrote down parts of the expansions of φy ψ by using invariant polynomials in
n 19
Moser's normal form coefficients. Fefferman expressed φ mod O(/ " ) in terms
of the Weyl invariants, and Graham in case n=2 determined φ explicitly. For
further information on φ> in case n>3, see [1].
In 2-dimensional case, Graham [7] further expressed the log term coefficient ψ mod O(/ 2 ) in an invariant manner, and showed that ψ vanishes if and
only if the boundary is spherical, that is, locally biholomorphically equivalent
to the sphere. (It is mentioned in [7] that an unpublished computation of
D. Burns plays an essential role in characterizing spherical boundaries in terms
of i/r.) The situation is rather simple in this 2-dimensional case, because the
first invariant polynomial in Λ]Γ is linear. That polynomials is no longer linear
in the higher dimensional case n>3, and the analysis of Graham only gives its
linear part. We are thus interested in getting information on the non-linear part.
We shall here compute the second variation of the log term for the class of
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ellipsoids of arbitrary dimension; the first variation always vanishes. This
class provides a typical example of strictly pseudoconvex perturbations of the
ball.
In computing these variations, we shall make use of Kashiwara's micro-local
calculus for the Bergman kernel in [10], which is summarized in §3. He reduced
the study of the Bergman kernel to that of a system of micro-differential equations, a simple holonomic system, of which a unique solution is given by the
Bergman kernel. In order to study the parameter dependence of the Bergman
kernel, we need to modify this characterization. Our idea is to consider a new
simple holonomic system with more variables, regarding the parameters as
additional variables, see §§4 and 5. From that system, we derive an algorithm
of computing the variations of the Bergman kernel in § 6, and apply it to the
ellipsoids in §7. The first variational formula was obtained in [10] by a formal
calculus. We generalize the calculus to our algorithm; a justification is also
given. Finally in § 8 we examine the dimension dependence of the variational
formula.
We would like to mention that our algorithm of computing the variation
is inspired by an article of Boutet de Monvel [2] our Proposition 3 is obtained
as an analogy of Theorem 3 in [2], see also Remark 5.3 below. Applying that
Theorem 3, in [2, 3], he derived results similar to that of Graham [7] independently.
I am grateful to Professor Gen Komatsu for his suggestion to try to compute
the Bergman kernel of ellipsoids and for encouragement and valuable advice,
and to Professor Akira Kaneko for help with the justification of Kashiwara's
formal calculus in [10].
1. Webster's classification of ellipsoids. In [13], Webster showed
Λ
that two ellipsoids in C , n>2, are biholomorphically equivalent only when they
are already equivalent by a complex linear transformation and that any ellipsoid
other than the ball has no biholomorphic self-map except for linear transformations. As a corollary of these facts, he gave the following normal form for ellipsoids: After a linear change of coordinates, any ellipsoid

2^(a ij x i x j +b ij y i y.+c ij x i y J )<

1,

where z} = χ.+V — 1 y} ,

is written in the form
E{AU

^yAn)

Σ

where — l/2<Aj<ί/2f
and two ellipsoids E(A) and E{A') are biholomorphically equivalent if and only if A=(A^ •••, An) is equivalent to A'=(A[, •••, An)
up to changes of signatures and a permutation.
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Let KA(z, z) be the Bergman kernel of E(A) on the diagonal.

Main Theorem. The Bergman kernel KA has the expansion KA=φAf'2n'"ι+
ΨA log/a* where φA and ψA are real-analytic functions in a neighborhood of dE(A).
The log term coefficient ψA depends real-analytically on the parameters Aly " ,An
and has the Taylor expansion
ΨΛ

' '

^V(/o-l)"+1
(/o-l)" + 2
(/o-l)» +3
+(terms of degree > 3 in Al9 •••, An),

/

where

<A>> = ΣMJ,

<A'zz> = Σ A'jzjzj,

<Az>> = <.Az>> = Σ Arf .

From this formula we can see, for small Ajy that ψA vanishes identically if
and only if E(A) is the ball, i.e., all A—0.
See Remark 7.8.
Note also that the second order term of ψA> for ^-dimensional ellipsoid,
can be considered a function ψn of five variables <^4^>, (Az2y> (A2zz>, (A*},
and /0. If we regard them as formal independent variables, then ψn satisfies
the following relation
\ π

df01

In Proposition 8.1, we generalize this relation to the one among the whole expansions in A of the Bergman kernels of different dimensional ellipsoids. In
that formula, the kernel functions are regarded as functions of infinite number
of variables
<A>z*>, <A»z2>, <A>zz>y < ^ > , p = 1, 2, . " ,

and

f0.

See Lemma 7.7 below for their definition. If we consider the convergence of
the formula, we can get a relation in micro-local sense, see Corollary 8.4 below.
We prove the real-analytic dependence of the log term coefficient on an
arbitrary finite diemsnional real-analytic perturbation of strictly pseudoconvex
domains {Ω,t}tξΞR>»: Let /(#, z, t) be a (complex-valued) real-analytic function on
an open set Ux {t: \t\ <£} c C " x Rm^R2nxRm
such that
dΩt={z^U:
/(*, z, 0 = 0 } and dzfφ0 on 9Ω, X {t} for each t, and let Kt(z, z) be the Bergman
kernel of Cίt on the diagonal.
Proposition 1. There exist real-analytic functions φ, ψ defined in a neighborhood of f(z3 z,t)=0 in Cn X Rm such that, for each fixed t,
(2.1)

Kt(z, z) = φ(z, z t)f—\z, z, t)+ψ(z, z, t) log f(z, zy t)
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modulo real-analytic functions in a neighborhood of 9Ω f in Cn.

Namely, the Bergman kernel regarded as a (holomorphic) microfunction depends analytically on parameters.
In particular, the log term coefficient of Kt depends real-analytically on £,
because y]r is uniquely determined by the modulo class, whereas φ is not.
The proof of Proposition 1 will be done (in §§4 and 5) by finding the
simple holonomic system which characterizes Kt(z, w) as a function of (#, w, t)variables; the right side of (2.1) is obtained by solving that system. See Proposition 2 in §4; there (2.1) is written in an intrinsic form (4.5).
3. Kashiwara's analysis. In this section we shall recall Kashiwara's
analysis [10] of the Bergman kernel. In [10], he used some fundamental facts
from the theory of simple holonomic systems, which are contained in Sato,
Kawai and Kashiwara [11], A self-contained introduction to the theory is now
given e.g. by Chap. I of [12] we shall cite this book when we use those facts.
We begin with the following observation: Let Ω2, Ω2 be strictly pseudoconvex domains with real-analytic boundaries which coincide near a point z°.
Then their Bergman kernels Kx{z, w), K2(z, w) differ by a holomorphic function
in a neighborhood of (#°, # 0 ) e C n x C \ Namely, the Bergman kernel is determined, modulo holomorphic functions in a neighborhood of the complexification
of the boundary, by local information of the boundary. (This fact is implicitly
contained in [10]; for a proof of it see [9]). Since we are now interested in
Fefferman's asymptotic expansion of the Bergman kernel, we shall work locally
near a boundary point and consider the modulo classes. Such a class is called
a holomorphic microfunction.
Let us recall the definition of holomorphic microfunctions. Let Y be a
complex hypersurface in a complex manifold X defined b y / = 0 . For a point
(x, ξ) in T$X, the conormal bundle of Y with the zero section deleted, a germ
of holomorphic microfunction at (x> ξ) is a class of a multi-valued function
af~k-\-b log/ modOχfX> where ayb^OXtX> and k^N.
The sheaf of holomorphic microfunctions with support T$X is denoted by Cγ\x. In the case of the
Bergman kernel, we take/(#, w) to be the complexification of a defining function
of a domain and let Y={(z, w): f(z, w)=0} c X=CnχCn\
so that the Bergman
kernel K(z, w)=φ(z, w)f"n'\z} w)-\-ty(zy w) log f(zy w), mod Ox, defines a section of Cγ\x (see Theorem 0 [10] and Remark 3.3 below).
By the general theory of holonomic systems, a holomorphic microfunction
is characterized as a unique solution, up to constant multiple, of a system of
micro-differential (i.e., classical analytic pseudo-differential) equations, which
is called a simple holonomic system. See Lemma 2.1 [10] and §4.2 of [12].
In the case of the Bergman kernel, the corresponding simple holonomic system
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is given by the following theorem.
Kashiwara's Theorem ([10]). Let Ω be a strictly pseudoconvex domain
with real-analytic defining function f(z, z). Then the Bergman kernel of Ω satisfies
simple holonomic system

I (dldz.+Q.(zv, D.))K(*, w) = 0 ,

j = 1, »., n ,

^, Qs are the micro-differential operators uniquely determined by the relations
ί (z.+Pf(w,

D,)) log/(*, w) = 0 ,

j = 1,.»,»,

ί (βI8*j-Qt(», A,)) logΛ*. «0 = o, y = l, •»,«
A^ Bergman kernel and log / dT£ regarded as holomorphic microfunctions
and PJ, Of denote the adjoint operators of P., Q..
REMARK

3.2.

In [10], this theorem is stated as

(P(z,Dt)+Q(zo,Dw))K=0,

whenever (P*(z,Dx)+Q*(w,Dw)) log/= 0.

The 2/ί equations in (3.1) give generators of this system.
REMARK 3.3. The theorem above is stated in Kashiwara [10] with only
a heuristic proof. A justification of the proof is now available in Kaneko [9],
which is based on Kashiwara's lectures at Kyushu University in 1979; this article also contains a proof of Theorem 0 [10].

4. Parameter dependence of the Bergman kernel. In this and
next sections we prove Proposition 1.
We begin by recalling Hϋrmander's formula (Theorem 3.5.1 [8]) which determines φ mod O(/), the principal part of Kt\

(4.1)

Kt(z, z) =

»Lj{f)f—*+O(f-),
n

π

where / denotes the complex Monge-Ampέre operator
(4.2)

/(/) = ( - l ) " d e t (

f

Using this formula and Kashiwara's theorem, we shall find φ, yjr satisfying
(2.1) by the following process: By Kashiwara's theorem, we have 2n equations
(3.1) which characterize Kt, up to a constant multiple, for each t. We add m
equations containing t derivatives to (3.1) in such a way that the resulting 2w+
m equations form a simple holonomic system and a solution of the system has the
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principal part given by (4.1). Then that solution gives the right side of (2.1),
because it satisfies (3.1) for each fixed t.
In order to state the 2n+m equations, we set X=CnxCnxCm

and continue

f(zy zy t) to a holomorphic function f(zy wy t) on an open set of X. We then
regard log f(zy wy t) as a holomorphic microfunction, a section of Cγ\χ, where
Y=i(zywyt)tΞX:f(zywyt)=O}.
Proposition 2.
system
(4.3)

The Bergman kernel Kt(z, w) satisfies the simple holonomic

(*j+Pj(tD, t, Dw))Kt(z, w) = 0 ,

y = l , ..., n ,

(d/dZj+Qjiio, t, Dw))Kt(zy w) = 0y

y = 1, .-, n ,

(d/dtk+Rk(w, ty D.))Kt(z, w) = 0y

A = 1, .-, m ,

where Pp Qj} Rk are the micro-differential operators in w-variable with holomorphic parameter t which are uniquely determined by the relations
((Zj+PJ(tD, ty Dw)) log f(z9 w,t) = Oy
(4.4)

(βjdZj-QJ{Wy

ty

D.)) logf(zy wyt) = Oy

((dldt k -Rf(w y ty Dw)) logf(zy wyt) = Oy

j = 1, .-, * ,
j=l,
k=ίy

.-, n ,
-., m .

More precisely, (4.3) means that there exists a solution u(z,w,t) of the system (4.3)
in Cγ\χ which satisfies
(4.5)

u(zy wy t) = Kt(zy w)

in CYt\x for each fixed * e Rm ,

where Yt= {{zy w): f(zy wy ί)=0} dX=Cn

x C*.

If u in (4.5) is the class modulo Ojt of <p/~Λ~1+i/r log/, then the restriction
of (4.5) on the diagonal w=z gives (2.1).
It is possible to prove this proposition without using Hϋrmander's formula,
by generalizing the proof of Kashiwara's theorem; however, the proof requires
some preparations from the theory of holonomic systems, which are out of the
aim of this paper. We thus give here a proof which uses (4.1) and the calculus
in Boutet de Monvel [2],
5. Proof of Proposition 2. We first examine the relations (4.4).
Lemma.

For any micro-differential operator P(z, w, ty DZi DWί Dt) defined in

a neighborhood of a point of T*X, there exists a unique micro-differential operator
Q{w, t, Dw) in w-variable with holomorphic parameter t such that {P—Q) log/=0.
There is no difficulty in generalizing the proof of the existence of quantiza-
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tions of contact transformations to this case, see [12] Chap. I §5.
following

fact.

w

m

The projection p: T*X->T*m{C χC )

T*(CnχC*xCm)-*T*(C*χCm)

The key is the

induced by

T*X=

is an open immersion, i.e., dp is bijective; this

follows from the strict pseudoconvexity of Ωt.

The surjectivity and the injec-

tivity of dp imply the existence and the uniqueness of Q respectively.
By the Lemma above, we can find the operators
, t, Dw), QjQZj~QJ{wy

t, Dw),

j=

1, ..., n ,

satisfying (4.4). In order to show that their adjoints (4.3) form a simple holonomic system, let us recall a sufficient condition for a system of microdifferential
equations to be holonomic, that is, a system P1u= "=Pnιι=0
is holonomic if
P. commute each other and if the principal symbols of P. form a defining system
of a Lagrangian manifold, see Propostion 4.1.5 of [12]. In the present case, the
operators in (4.3) commute, because their adjoint operators (4.4) commute, and
* sic

^

their principal symbols form a definning system of the conormal bundle T*X.
Thus (4.3) is a simple holonomic system.
If we take a solution u^Cγ\χ of the system (4.3), then for each fixed t we
have Kt(zy zu)=ctu(zy wy t) in CYt\x with a constant ct. This is because the first
2n equations of (4.3) coincide with the holonomic system for the Bergman kernel
of Ω, given by Kashiwara's theorem and its solution is unique up to a constant
multiple. It therefore suffices to show that ct does not depend on t.
First we consider the case in which {dΩ,t}teR* is locally in Moser's partial
normal form (we de not require the trace conditions):
(5.1)

2 Rez x +\z f \ 2 +F(z f y

z7, Imzly

ί) = 0 .
n

ι

Here F is a real-analytic function in a neighborhood of the origin of C ~ X
RX Rm such that F{z\ w\ fa-wjβi, ί ) = O ( | z' \2\w'\2)y where * ' = ( * 2 ' , - , zM)9
zv'—(w2y •••, wn). If we replace z in (5.1) by w and solve the resulting equation
for ^-variable, we obtain a defining function / of the complexification of dClt
such that
f(zfw>t)

= z1+w1+z'.w'+p(z'ywyt)y

with

p(z\to9t)

=

0(\z'\*\w'\*).

In this case, we can compute Rf in (4.4) by using the calculus in §5 of Boutet de
Monvel [2], see also Remark 5.3 below. Differentiating (31) of [2] with respect
to our parameter ty we get
(5.2)

Rf(wy t, Dw) = [d/dtky A(wy t, Dw)]oA-ι(tD, t, Dw),

where A(wy ty Dw) is the formal micro-differential operator of infinite order with
the total symbol
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A(w, tf ω) = exp(p(ω7ωi, w,

t)ωi).

T h u s p(z',w,t)=O(\w'\2)
implies /??(«>, t, ω)=O(\wf \*). So, in view of
D D
Rk(to, t, ω)=e< »' <»>Rt(w, t> —ω), we see that Rk(wu 0, •••, 0, t, Dw) has order at
most — 1. Hence

u=—Rku gives

otk
n 1
lar, writing u=φf' " +ψlogfy

dtk
we have

w| β / = = t t ; / = 0 =O((# 1 +zί; 1 )~ n ).

I n particu-

φ\z==w=sQ=0. Therefore (4.1) and
9**
/(/) l*-.ιp-o=(— 1) Λ+1 imply that c, is independent of t.
In order to reduce the general case to the case we studied above, it suffices
to construct a real-analytic family of partial normal forms for a given family of
domains. This is because the Bergman kernel and the solution of the system
(4.3) satisfy the same transformation rule under a change of coordinates. It is
almost clear by inspecting Moser's construction in [4] that the partial normal
form (and in fact also the normal form) can be chosen so that they vary real-analytically with a parameter. To explain it more precisely, let us first recall that a
partial normal form was uniquely specified in [4] by giving a curve y in the boundary 3Ω, where γ is to be transformed into the Im 2^-axis. In [4], it was shown
that the partial nromal form depends real-analytically on a parameter t if so
does the curve γt in 3Ω. And, the proof was done by using only the implicit
function theorem and Schmidt's orthognalization procedure. Therefore, the
same proof applies to the present case, in which both the boundary 3Ωf and
the curve yt in dΩt depend real-analytically on a parameter t.
5.3. In order to explain the meaning of the formula (5.2) above,
we shall birefly recall the calculus in §5 of Boutet de Monvel [2]. For strictly
pseudoconvex domains which are locally written in Moser's normal form, he
introduced a weight — similar to the one used by Moser in [4] — on micro-differential operators and holomorphic microfunctions, and considered the asymptotic expansions of the micro-differential operators with respect to the weight.
He also considered the formal micro-differential operators of infinite order which
admit such asymptotic expansions (e.g. A(w, t, Dw) above) and showed that the
compositions and the adjoints for these operators are defined naturally. By
using these operators, he derived an asymptotic expansion formula of the
Bergman kernel with respect to the weight (Theorem 3 [2]).
The formula (5.2) means that the asymptotic expansion of Rf with respect
to the weight is given by the right side: the existence of Rf as a micro-differential operator is known from the lemma stated in this section, and its asymptotic
expansion with respect to the weight can be explicitly computed by the calculus
explained above.
REMARK
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6 Variational formula. Using Proposition 2, we shall derive an algorithm of computing the variations of the Bergman kernel.
The first variation is obtained easily: Substituting t=0 to the last m
equations in (4.3) and (4.4), we get
(6.1)

-ξfκt(*> «OI«-o = -Λ/*, 0, DJKJx, to), j = 1, - , m ,

(6.2)

J - log/(», w, 0) = Rf(χ, 0, D.) log/^, to, 0), j = 1, - , m .

We can determine Rj(z9 0, Z)z) by the relation (6.2), and then (6.1) gives
Kt(z, w) I / = 0 from Ko.

If we consider the Taylor expansions of Kt and

log/ in t, these formulas can be written as

Σ

l.(z, 0, Dt))KJx, to)

mod O(i?),

log/(«, w, t) = ( 1 + Σ *,*?(*, 0, Z),)) log/(«, w, 0) mod
These formulas were obtained in [10] (Proposition 7.1); the arguments above
gives a justification of the formal calculus used there.
In order to generalize these formulas to a higher order, let us introduce the
notion of asymptotic expansions of holomorphic microfunctions in parameters.
For a germ u{zy w, t)€:Cγ\χ, we consider the formal power series Σ<* #<,(#, «0
with coefficients uΛ(z,w)=l — ) u(zf w, Q)^CYo\x.

This power series is called

the asymptotic expansion of u in t and expressed as
u(z, w, ί ) ^ Σ uΛ(z, w)-^— .
We do not discuss the convergence of this series.
L ls

u

that the map u f-> Σ * <*—
t*
mines u.

However, we can easily show

injective, and thus the expansion uniquely deter-

Proposition 3. If Pa(z, Dz) are the micro-differential operators satisfying
(6.3)

log/(*, wy t)~Σ ~PΛ^
* Oί\

A) log/o(*, w), where fQ(z, w) =f(z, w> 0),

then the Bergman kernel has the asymptotic expansion
(6.4)

K,~£

(l-23

^T-P^'KO •
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In particular, if Ωo is the unit ball, then
(6.5)

Kt{z, w)~^

Σ ( l - Σ " ^ ( * > D.))'(l-*.w)—>.

In the right side of (6.4), since P0=l, the Neumann series of Σ *

P»

defines a formal power series in t with coefficients in micro-differential operators.
Note that the set of formal sums of the form Σ * <P*(#> ^> A> Dw)t* naturally
forms a ring, where each PΛ is a micro-differential operator in (s, w). This ring
contains the subring consist of micro-differential operators in (zy w) with holomorphic parameter ty and acts on formal power series in t with coefficients in
Proof of Proposition 3. The micro-differential operators PΛ are deter— ) log/| / = = 0 =P Λ (#, D) log/0. We set P(zy t, D2)=
dt I
Σ*

P&i** Dg)

into (d/dtk-Rΐ)
(6.6)

an

d write (6.3) as l o g / ~ P log/0.

log/=0, we have (JLp-Rfop)

( P - 1 ^ , ί, Dz)o-^P(z,

ί, Dz)-Rΐ(w,

Substituting this expansion

log/ 0 =0, or,
t, D.)) log/0(^, α) = 0 ,

where P " 1 is defined by the Neumann series P" 1 =ΣΓ»o(l — P ) '
Similarly, if we write Kt(z> w)~Q(2, t, Dz)K0(zy w), the last m equations
in (4.3) are written as
(6.7)

(Q-\zy ty D2)oA-Q(zy ty Dg)+Rk(wy ty Dw))κo(zy w) = 0 .
όtk
v
όt
/
k

Thus, applying Kashiwara's theorem (see also Remark 3.2) to each coefficient of
t« in (6.6) and (6.7), we get ( P - 1 o - A _ P ) * = - Q - i o A ^ , o r , ( — P * ) o ( P * ) - * =
Hence — ( β o P * ) = - A . Q o p * + Q o J - P * = 0 . Therefore Q(zy
dtk
dtk
dtk
dtk
1
0, D2)oP*(z, 0, D , ) = l implies that Q = ( P * ) " , which proves the proposition.
-QIOJLQ.

7. Computation of the log term for ellipsoids. In this section we
shall apply Proposition 3 to ellipsoids and prove Main Theorem.
In the case of ellipsoids, the defining function fA(zy w) is a symmetric polyw ==
z
σW
r an
nomial in the triples (AJy zjy Wj)y i.e., fA{z, ) fσA(^' > ) f° Y permutation
σ of n elements. Thus the algorithm of computing the Bergman kernel can
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be carried out by using only the operators having the same symmetry, so we set

and, replacing Wj by D;.=9/9#y, we also set
<*Z)> = i j

ZJDJ

, <AD2> = 23 A.D).

Then we can write down the explicit formulas of the operators appearing in
Proposition 3.
Proposition 7.1. The micro-differential operator of infinite order
P(z,
satisfies log fA~P(z,

A,D)=1+'Σ
A, D) log/0.

p\

q\

' «

Here Lm(x) are rational functions
1),

m>0,

Lm{x) =
-\

m<0.

Then the Bergman kernel KA of ellipsoids E(A) satisfies ^/^J?LLp*-i/f «-i,
π
the operator P * - 1 can be written
CO

where ΦPtq(x) are rational functions
p,<()
Proof.

^ j

β

y

( (

y

+,)),

T h e expansion of logfA in A is expressed as

log/*

j

and the sum in ρ,q can be written
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Therefore, in view of

we get

log/

[*ψ ^

H

The formula ()
(7.2) is obtained by expanding the Neumann series P*'1=
CO

Σ (1—P*Y and using the relation
/=0

where Φ{x) is any rational function. •
In order to compute the operation of each term in the right side of (7.2),
we prepare two lemmas. First, in order to compute
(7.3)

ΦP,q{<zD>*)n\f^ = Φ ^ - ^ D ) -

we derive the following formulas in the one-variable case.
L e m m a 7.4. (i) Let Φ(x) be a rational function and Dx=

. Then
dx

Φ(xDx+ή)n\ ( I - * ) - - 1 = DxΦ(xDx)(\-x)-1 in C{1]ιc .

(7.5)
(ii)

If l,m^Zandl>\,

(7.6)
Proof,

then

(*Dβ-«)-'(l-*)-ι = -

χ W

^ζ

l

log(l-*) in

(i) The equation (7.5) follows from
n

n

D"xΦ(xDt) = Φ{D x(xDx)Di;*)D x = Φ(xDx+n)Dx

.

(ii) Let φ(x) be a holomorphic function near 1 satisfying

Then we must have (xDx—m)lΛJr(x)=0, because the logarithmic singularity
at x=ί of (xDx—m)ι(Λjr(x) log(l— x)) is equal to that of ((xDx—m)l-\!r{x))
log(l—x) and it must vanish. Thus ψ is written in the form

1

To determine the constants cki we compare (1—x)" with
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!

{xDx-m) ψ(x) log(l-Λ) =
Then we get co=c1=-"=cι^2=O
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1

1

- Σk\ck(xDx-m)'-''- (l-x)- .

and — (/— l)!£τ / . 1 =l. Π

The operation of <AD2> and ζAz^y can be computed by using:
L e m m a 7.7. Define

±

3=1

and, with z. replaced by w. or D.—djdz., define also ζApw2y, ζApzDy, <JϊpwΏy,
in the same manner. Then the following commutation relations hold

[<ApzDy,
[<ApwDy,
and, for any ψ{x)^C{ι)\c, we have

The proof is straightforward, and we will omit it.
Now we are ready to compute the explicit formula of the Bergman kernel
for ellipsoids.
Proof of Main Theorem. If we differentiate both sides of the formula KA=

ί 3 \*

( 3 \Λ

KA \ A^= ^ — J ψA \ A^ log/ 0 +(terms
without logarithmic singularity). It follows that ψA is equal to the sum of the
coefficients of log/0 in the expansion of KA in A, and thus the computation of
(PA/A'^+ΫA

ΛJTA

log/A in A9 we have ^ — J

is reduced to that of the log terms in — ^ P * ^ 1 / ^ * " 1 .
π

When we compute the log terms in P*" 1 /^*" 1 , it suffices to examine the
terms in (7.2) with indicesp=(pi, •••,/>/)> ?=(<7i> •••> ?/) satisfying:
(i) There exists a number j such thsΛpj<qj.
This is because Φp^iζzDy*)^"'1
contains no log term if Φp,q(x) has no pole.
Moreover, since the Bergman kernel is hermitian symmetric, we can restrict our
attention to the terms of which the degree in z is equal or greater than that in wy
i.e., the terms with indices satisfying:
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As long as we look at the terms having order less than 3, i.e., the terms with
indices satisfying

(in)

A+ft+ +A+?i+?2+ +ίι<3,

the conditions (i) (ii) are satisfied by only two pairs of indices: />=(1, 0), q=
(0, 1) and/>=(0, 1), y = ( l , 0). In each case Φpq is given by

x+ί
x

o,ϋ,(i.o)( ) = £-i(#)£i(*—2)

X

~~
x—1

x+1
1

x—1

Therefore Lemma 7.4 implies that the log term of the Bergman kernel modulo
O(A3) is contained in
^4- \<Az*>ζAD*>Dx I x=<gw> (x log(l-*))
7Γ

L

We can omit the first term because Dnx{x\og{\— x)), with w>2, contains no logarithmic singularity at x=l. In the second term, its logarithmic singulairty
at <zw>=l equals to «^1D2><J^>Z>;|,.<„,>ΛΓ1) log/0. Therefore, using Lemma 7.7, we have

2

+2<A >n\ (-<βw»—
Note that the last formula is real, and thus no term is omitted by the condition
(ii). Therefore, substituting <^zwy=ί—/0, we get Main Theoiem.
REMARK

7.8.

If we substitute, for example, £°=(1, 0, •••, 0) in ψAy we get

>

2<A2y+O(A3).

This implies that (—l)n+1ψA(z°, ? ) is positive if <^42>>0 small.

8. Relation among the Bergman kernels of different dimensional
ellipsoids.

In the procedure of computing the Bergman kernel of ellipsoids,
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the dimension n only appears in the formula (7.3). In (7.3), replacing n by n-\-\
is equivalent to differentiating both sides formally with respect to the variable
/0, see (7.5). Namely, we can write the relation among the Bergman kernels
of different dimensional ellipsoids by utilizing the /0-derivatives.
Proposition 8.1. Let Kn be the Bergman kernel of ellipsoid E(Aly •• ,^4Λ)
in C\
(i) Consider the asymptotic expansion of Kn in A

where Knl is homogeneous degree I in Aly •••, An.

(8.2)

KnΛ = Σ^njji

Then each Knl is written

+ Έ Ψn.lji

lθg/o ,

where φnΛj are polynomials in <Ap>y <i4V>, <Apzw^y < i V > ^ = l , 2, •••.
(ii) Let us identify Kn,n=2,3> ••• with their asymptotic expansions in A and
regard them as functions of fOy (Apy, <_/4V>, <Jipzwyy <Apw2y which are now considered as formal independent variables. Then

π

If we evaluate the formal variables and consider the convergence of (8.3),
we get a micro-local relation between the Bergman kernel of E(Aly •• ,^4n_1) in
C»~ι and that of E(AU - , Au-U 0) in C\
Corollary 8.4. Let F: Cn-1χCn'1->Cnx
F(z, w)=(z, 0, to, 1). Then

(8.5)

Cn be an embedding defined by

Ku-X(z, w) = π ^ y KnoF(zy w) \ ^

in the sense of holomorphic mίcrofunctions of 3(n— 1) variables z, wy and Aly-~y

An-V

Proof of Proposition 8.1. For each pair of indices p, qy we examine
(8.6)

<ADyi<Az*yι...<^z)><^^y/ Φ

^zDy*)^/^-1.

Let us take a holomorphic microfunction φntP,q(x)^C(1)\c
=

ί

n

ι

Φρ,q((*B y*)^fQ ~ .
π

(8.7)

such that φM,p9q(ζzw»

Then, using Lemma 7.7, we can write (8.6) in the form

^ Σ " ' FmD7<pa,,.Jx) I , = < w > ,
m=0
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where Fm is a polynomial in ζApy, <-4V>, <Apzwy, ζApw2y,ρ=\,2y
••• which
has homogeneous degree m in w. So, substituting <#&>>= 1—/0 into (8.7), we get
the expansion of the form (8.2).
On the other hand, in view of (7.3) and (7.5), we have

Thus, noting that Fm is independent of n, we can write (8.7), as
(π-W,)*-' §
§ FmDmxφ2ιPtt{x)I

_

W β

.

If we regard < ^ > , <-4V>, <Apzw>, (Apw2y, and / 0 as independent variables,
the formula above can be expressed as
n-22k!

5

Therefore summing up over indices _£,£, we get (8.3).
Proof of Corollary 8.4.
(8.8)

From (8.3), we get
K..,=

Jo*

in the sense of expansions in formal variables ζApy, ζApz*y, ζApzwyy ζApw2y, /0.
Now we regard the variables as functions on Cn x Cn.
for any

—(Dxφ)of0oF = (-^—(φ°fo))°F
^ dzn
/

Then we have
φ(x)<=Cmc,

and
9

p 2

ζA z y\A

p

=0

= -^—ζA zwy\A

=0

= 0.

If we apply these rules to each term in the formal relation (8.8), we get
(8.9)
in the sense that the asymptotic expansions in Alf •••, An~x of each side coincide.
Here π[
) KnoF\Λ 0 is defined as a holomorphic microfunction which
\ ozn /
has the same support as that of the Bergman kernel Kn-λ. Since the expansion
in A uniquely determines a holomorphic microfunction, (8.9) implies the corollary.
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